
Summer
ˈsʌmə/

noun

The warmest season of the year, in the
northern hemisphere from June to

August and in the southern hemisphere
from December to February.
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Summer...
How to do

A summer wedding is not the time to cram yourself into a stuffy black
tie outfit. GrahamWhite offers up some inspiration to help you take a
contemporary twist and set yourself apart with light colours and fabrics,

modern styling and subtle statement accessories.

THE SUIT: Ideal for a
bright, warm summer
wedding day, this grey
check Hackett suit
features a new cut
through and sculptured
roped shoulder and
narrow waist to give
a slimmer and more
contemporary feel
to the jacket, while
the trousers have a
wider double-pleat, in
a classically narrow
shape.

Thom Browne Pebbled
Leather Brogues,e1,080,

Mrporter.com

The Herringbone Sock,
e10, Taftclothing.com

THE SOCKS: Finding a no-show sock that
stays up is a must for the summer months as

we show our ankles off to the world. Available
in both cotton and boucle mixes, the Taft range
of socks are available in multiple patterns and
guaranteed to stay put all day long.

THE POCKET SQUARE:
The ultimate in subtle
chic, the pocket square
has fast become the
coolest men’s accessory
since the resurgence of
the bow-tie. This knitted
red handkerchief with
navy border from Moss
Bros. is a simple way to
add a statement piece
to your outfit.

THE TIE: 100% silk,
woven with a rabbit
jacquard, this classic
tie from Paul Smith will
bring a luxurious summer
feel to any outfit.

THE SHOES: These
wingtip brogues from
Thom Browne will bring a
modern rakish air to any
outfit. Constructed from
fine pebbled leather, with
straps across the front
in the brand’s striped
grosgrain and metal trim
at the soles.

Hackett Grey Suit,e850, Hackett

Paul Smith
Jacquard Silk

Tie,e127,
Paulsmith.co.uk

Moss London Knitted
Handkerchief,e18, Mossbros.ie


